
 

 

'For the first time in my life, someone saw me, and I loved him because he made me feel I was 
enough'. Agnes' tale is ultimately a depressing one. Do you agree? 
  
Through her novel, Burial Rites, Hannah Kent speculates the life and death of Agnes Magnusdottir, 
the last person to be executed in the 19th Century Iceland. She base this speculation off the strict, 
unforgiving Icelandic patriarchy of the time; reflecting the oppression of female paupers through the 
depressing tale of Agnes' life. We share Agnes' feelings of loss and unfairness, as societal and sexual 
double standards, combined with constant scrutiny over all of her actions create a sense of 
helplessness, as it seems she was fated to live that way. Despite this, some barriers are overcome by 
Agnes, as a bright, optimistic streak in an otherwise depressing tale appears when her story if finally 
heard, and she gains a voice. 
  
Being born female in the patriarchal society of 19th Century Iceland, the life of Agnes was 'left to the 
mercy of men', who were always in control of her. This systemic oppression of females of the time 
existed in all layers of society, and at every stage of Agnes' life. As a child, her foster father 'did not 
like [her] reading, and was not adverse to whipping the learning out of [her]'; representative of the 
insecurity men had around a girl even growing up to be educated, seeing it as a threat to their 
dominance. This violent imagery of 'whipping'- a severe punishment for simply reading- 
demonstrates an attempt to negatively condition Agnes away from learning, depicting the 
systematic and deliberate disempowerment of women. Even Agnes' foster father's name 'Bjorn'- the 
same as Bjorn Blondal- suggests that domineering, tyrannical men such as Blondal were present 
through all of society, such that Agnes could never escape his grasp. Hence, the force of the 
patriarchy followed Agnes into adulthood, where Blondal himself dominates Agnes' life. The official 
documents in Kent's extended epigraph details Agnes' meek belongings- with her most prized 
possession being 'a dress'-, which are contrasted with Blondal's 'silver buttons' and 'red jacket'; a 
juxtaposition which highlights the extreme disparity in their classes. Hence, it was a combination of 
gender with being a pauper which degraded her social status, and Blondal therefore discounts her 
entire value as a person. Blondal's firm belief that 'she had reason to' kill Natan and Petur, despite a 
lack of evidence, implies that he is only forming a judgement based on the perceived notion of a 
female pauper, and fitting her story to fit that stereotype. Therefore, Kent creates a sense that 
Agnes' life was riddled with oppression by the dominating patriarchy of the time, which consistently 
scrutinised and punished her for her gender and class. 
  
Kent depicts a hopeless, isolated life for Agnes, where she was never able to escape from the 
aforementioned patriarchal social structures of Iceland. While it may make sense to readers that 
Agnes should have overcome these oppressive structures to achieve agency, Kent makes it clear that 
this was impossible, given her dire circumstances. We see Agnes' attempts to 'better herself' 
through learning to read the sagas; which would be regarded by modern readers as a logical 
approach to escaping poverty. However, the extreme criticism from society, who believed her to be 
'too smart… too knowing', as a 'thinking woman cannot be trusted' suggests she actually lost social 
standing through her education, and feel deeper into poverty as a result. Therefore, upon meeting 
Natan, Agnes' reminiscence that 'for the first time, someone saw [her]' and valued her education, 
highlights the deprivation she had of recognition of her knowledge through her life. Agnes 'lov[ing] 
him because he made [her] feel [she] was enough', combined with her 'hunger so deep, so capable 
of driving [her] through the night' suggests a desperate hope that she may feel loved and 
appreciated for her knowledge, and finally escape the condemnation she took from society. The 
tragedy of Natan's betrayal of Agnes is therefore heightened as he locks her out of Illugastardir, 
leaving her 'sprawling in the snow, naked'. Agnes being left bare and exposed, waiting at the 
doorstep of the place she believed would bring her solace and comfort develops Agnes' 
hopelessness, as the one opportunity she had to belong is violently ripped away from her. Therefore, 



 

 

Kent's depiction of Agnes' valiant, yet futile attempts to 'better herself' reinforce that despite her 
best efforts, Agnes was unable to ever possibly escape the domineering society of Iceland. 
  
Despite this crushing society, Agnes' will to 'close [her]self to the world'  and appreciate what she 
has, allows room for optimism, as she gains hope after revealing her story. The entire novel is set 
with the backdrop of Agnes' impeding execution, so the reader knows that there will be no 
permanent, tangible redemption or and freedom for Agnes. However, her personal growth, 
beginning as she arrives at Kornsa, facilitated the compassionate family there, proves an optimistic 
tale. Initially housed at Stora Born, Agnes' mental state is muddled, corrupted as she believes herself 
'a lamb ripe for slaughter' with the biblical reference of the lamb demonstrating Agnes' fatalistic 
belief that 'God has willed it so', and she deserves her punishment. Hence she initially '[did] not think 
of death', as she was indifferent to it, having no real reason to live. Had Kent set her execution here, 
with Agnes' mental state ruined, Burial Rites would indeed be a depressing tale. However, Agnes' 
move to Kornsa, where the family 'sit down and listen to [her] speak for [her]self' and subsequently 
'considered her part of the family', acts as a complete inversion of her otherwise depressing life, as 
she finally gains a voice and a place she felt she 'really belonged'. However, Kent portrays a 
depressing futility to this bright streak in Agnes' life, as this positivity is consistently tarnished with 
the looming backdrop of her inevitable execution. Placing Agnes' frantic, hysterical pleadings that 
'they can't do it…please make them wait' directly before her execution heightens the tragedy of the 
death sentence, as yet again, the moment she feels accepted and loved, it is all taken from her. 
Therefore, while her story leading to the execution may have not been depressing, the 
circumstances Kent develops around the execution meant that Agnes would never in her life find 
permanent bliss or belonging. 
  
While Burial Rites may only be speculation, and most events are not historically accurate, Kent 
depicts a believable tale of Agnes' life and death by exploring the harsh and dominant patriarchy of 
Iceland at the time. We can therefore sympathise for her poor social class as a female pauper, as it 
strangled her social mobility and could never understand or accept her defiant nature.  
 


